The Political Thought Of Abdullah Ocalan
Kurdistan
When somebody should go to the books stores, search creation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality
problematic. This is why we allow the book compilations in this website. It will entirely ease you to look
guide the political thought of abdullah ocalan kurdistan as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them rapidly.
In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net connections. If you
goal to download and install the the political thought of abdullah ocalan kurdistan, it is agreed simple then,
in the past currently we extend the link to buy and create bargains to download and install the political
thought of abdullah ocalan kurdistan correspondingly simple!

The Next Revolution Murray Bookchin 2015-01-06 From Athens to New York, recent mass movements
around the world have challenged austerity and authoritarianism with expressions of real democracy. For
more than forty years, Murray Bookchin developed these democratic aspirations into a new left politics
based on popular assemblies, influencing a wide range of political thinkers and social movements. With a
foreword by the best-selling author of The Dispossessed, Ursula K. Le Guin, The Next Revolution brings
together Bookchin’s essays on freedom and direct democracy for the first time, offering a bold political
vision that can move us from protest to social transformation.
Democratic Representation in Plurinational States Ephraim Nimni 2018-12-28 This book examines
modalities for the recognition and political participation of minorities in plurinational states in theory and in
practice, with a specific reference to the Republic of Turkey and the resolution of the Kurdish question.
Drawing on the experience of Spain and Eastern Europe and other recent novel models for minority
accommodation, including the Ottoman experience of minority autonomy (the Millet System), the volume
brings together researchers from Turkey and Europe more broadly to develop an ongoing dialogue that
analytically examines various models for national minority accommodation. These models promise to
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protect the state’s integrity and provide governmental mechanisms that satisfy demands for collective
representation of national communities in the framework of a plurinational state.
The Sociology of Freedom Abdullah Ocalan 2020 When scientific socialism, which for many years was
implemented by Abdullah Öcalan and the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), became too narrow for his
purposes, Öcalan answered the call for a radical redefinition of the social sciences. Writing from his prison
cell, he offered a new and astute analysis of what is happening to the Kurdish people, their freedom
movement, and future prospects for humanity. The Sociology of Freedom is the third volume of a fivevolume work titled The Manifesto of the Democratic Civilization. The general aim of the earlier volumes
was to clarify what power and capitalist modernity entailed. Here, Öcalan presents his thesis of the
Democratic Civilization, based on his criticism of Capitalist Modernity. This volume reveals the remarkable
range of one of the Left's most original thinkers with topics such as existence and freedom, nature and
philosophy, anarchism and ecology. Recognizing the need for more than just a critique, he has advanced
what is the most radical, far-reaching definition of democracy today and argues that a democratic
civilization, as an alternative system, already exists, though systemic power and knowledge structures,
along with a perverse sectarianism, do not allow it to be seen. This monumental work gives profuse
evidence of his position as one of the most influential thinkers of our day.
Prison Writings - The PKK and the Kurdish Question in the 21st Century (International Initiative Edition)
Abdullah Ocalan 2013-03-13 Abdullah Ocalan was the leader of the Kurdistan Workers Party, the PKK,
and the most wanted man in Turkey for almost two decades. He was eventually kidnapped while in Kenya
in 1999, and has been in prison in Turkey ever since. From 1984, under his leadership, the PKK fought
for an independent Kurdish state in the south east of Turkey. In a sustained popular uprising, tens of
thousands of PKK guerrillas took on the second largest army in NATO. The conflict has remained
unsolved till today and the fighting still goes on. While in prison, Mr. Ocalan has written a number of
books, in which he analyses the situation in Kurdistan and offers proposals for a peaceful solution to the
conflict.
Beyond State, Power, and Violence Abdullah Öcalan 2022-09-20 After the dissolution of the PKK
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(Kurdistan Workers’ Party) in 2002, internal discussions ran high, and fear and uncertainty about the
future of the Kurdish freedom movement threatened to unravel the gains of decades of organizing and
armed struggle. From his prison cell, Abdullah Öcalan intervened by penning his most influential work to
date: Beyond State, Power, and Violence. With a stunning vision of a freedom movement centered on
women’s liberation, democracy, and ecology, Öcalan helped reinvigorate the Kurdish freedom movement
by providing a revolutionary path forward with what is undoubtedly the furthest-reaching definition of
democracy the world has ever seen. Here, for the first time, is the highly anticipated English translation of
this monumental work. Beyond State, Power, and Violence is a breathtaking reconnaissance into life
without the state, an essential portrait of the PKK and the Kurdish freedom movement, and an open
blueprint for leftist organizing in the twenty-first century, written by one of the most vitally important
political luminaries of today. By carefully analyzing the past and present of the Middle East, Öcalan
evaluates concrete prospects for the Kurdish people and arrives with his central proposal: recreate the
Kurdish freedom movement along the lines of a new paradigm based on the principles of democratic
confederalism and democratic autonomy. In the vast scope of this book, Öcalan examines the emergence
of hierarchies and eventually classes in human societies and sketches his alternative, the democraticecological society. This vision, with a theoretical foundation of a nonviolent means of taking power, has
ushered in a new era for the Kurdish freedom movement while also offering a fresh and indispensable
perspective on the global debate about a new socialism. Öcalan’s calls for nonhierarchical forms of
democratic social organization deserve the careful attention of anyone interested in constructive social
thought or rebuilding society along feminist and ecological lines.
Prison Writings Abdullah Ocalan 2011-06-01 In his second book, Abdullah Ocalan applies the political and
historical philosophy that was developed in the first volume of his Prison Writings to the Kurdish question.
The book addresses the concrete political issues at the centre of the Kurdish question. Ocalan calls for a
'Renaissance of the Middle East' where the integration of democratic Western values and universal human
rights with the deeply rooted cultural values of the Middle Eastern societies, especially the Kurdish, will
form a new synthesis of civilisations. Abdullah Ocalan was the leader of the Kurdish Workers Party (PKK).
He was eventually kidnapped while in Kenya in 1999, and has been in prison in Turkey ever since.
Ocalan was the most wanted man in Turkey for almost two decades until his kidnapping. From 1984,
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under his leadership, the PKK fought for an independent Kurdish state in the southeast of Turkey. In a
sustained popular uprising, tens of thousands of PKK guerrillas took on the second largest army in NATO.
The book begins with Preliminary Notes by Cemil Bayik, military commander of the PKK.
The Kurdish Women's Freedom Movement Isabel Käser 2021-08-26 Amidst ongoing wars and insecurities,
female fighters, politicians and activists of the Kurdish Freedom Movement are building a new political
system that centres gender equality. Since the Rojava Revolution, the international focus has been
especially on female fighters, a gaze that has often been essentialising and objectifying, brushing over a
much more complex history of violence and resistance. Going beyond Orientalist tropes of the female
freedom fighter, and the movement's own narrative of the 'free woman', Isabel Käser looks at personal
trajectories and everyday processes of becoming a militant in this movement. Based on in-depth
ethnographic research in Turkey and Iraqi Kurdistan, with women politicians, martyr mothers and female
fighters, she looks at how norms around gender and sexuality have been rewritten and how new
meanings and practices have been assigned to women in the quest for Kurdish self-determination. Her
book complicates prevailing notions of gender and war and creates a more nuanced understanding of the
everyday embodied epistemologies of violence, conflict and resistance.
Kurdish Awakening Ofra Bengio 2014-11-15 Kurdish Awakening examines key questions related to
Kurdish nationalism and identity formation in Syria, Iraq, Iran, and Turkey. The world's largest stateless
ethnic group, Kurds have steadily grown in importance as a political power in the Middle East, particularly
in light of the "Arab Spring." As a result, Kurdish issues—political, cultural, and historical alike—have
emerged as the subject of intense scholarly interest. This book provides fresh ways of understanding the
historical and sociopolitical underpinnings of the ongoing Kurdish awakening and its already significant
impact on the region. Rather than focusing on one state or angle, this anthology fills a gap in the literature
on the Kurds by providing a panoramic view of the Kurdish homeland's various parts. The volume focuses
on aspects of Kurdish nationalism and identity formation not addressed elsewhere, including perspectives
on literature, gender, and constitution making. Further, broad thematic essays include a discussion of the
historical experiences of the Kurds from the time of their Islamization more than a millennium ago up until
the modern era, a comparison of the Kurdish experience with other ethno-national movements, and a
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treatment of the role of tribalism in modern nation building. This collection is unique in its use of original
sources in various languages. The result is an analytically rich portrayal that sheds light on the Kurds'
prospects and the challenges they confront in a region undergoing sweeping upheavals.
The PKK Doctor Paul White 2015-08-15 The Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) is infamous for its violence.
The struggle it has waged for Kurdish independence in southeastern Turkey has cost in excess of 40,000
lives since 1984. A less-known fact, however, is that the PKK now embraces a non-violent end to the
conflict, with its leader Abdullah Öcalan having ordered a ceasefire and engaging in a negotiated peace
with the Ankara government. Whether these tentative attempts at peacemaking mean an end to the
bloodshed remains to be seen, but either way the ramifications for Turkey and the wider region are
potentially huge. Charting the ideological evolution of the PKK, as well as its origins, aims and structure,
Paul White provides the only authoritative and up-to-date analysis of one of the most important non-state
political players in the contemporary Middle East.
Rival Kurdish Movements in Turkey Mustafa Grbz 2016 The place occupied by Kurds in Turkish society
has changed remarkably in recent years. Around the turn of the millennium, the Turkish state still denied
their very existence, whereas now Kurdish parties are seen as key parts of Turkish political life. This book
uses the situation of the Kurds in Turkey as a case study for attempting to understand the conditions that
foster nonviolent civic engagement in emerging civil societies. How and why did the Kurds choose
participation over rebellion, discarding the violent approach of the PKK and opting instead for organization
within the structures of the state? And what can their success teach us about possible ways to encourage
similar approaches in other developing democracies?
The Kurdish Question and Turkey Kemal Kirisci 2013-11-05 This volume examines the Kurdish question in
Turkey, tracing its developments from the end of the Ottoman Empire to the present day. The study
considers: secession; federal schemes; various forms of autonomy; the provision of special rights; and
further democratization.
Multiculturalism in Turkey Durukan Kuzu 2018-03-08 Over the past couple of decades, there have been
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many efforts to seek a solution to the often violent situation in which Kurdish citizens of Turkey find
themselves. These efforts have included a gradual programme of political recognition and multiculturalism.
Here, Durukan Kuzu examines the case of Kurdish citizens in Turkey through the lens of the global
debate on multiculturalism, exploring the limitations of these policies. He thereby challenges the
conventional thinking about national minorities and their autonomy, and offers a scientifically grounded
comparative framework for the study of multiculturalism. Through comparison of the situation of Kurds in
Turkey with that of other national minorities - such as the Flemish in Belgium, Québécois in Canada,
Corsicans in France, and Muslims in Greece - the reader is invited to question in what forms
multiculturalism can work for different national minorities. A bottom-up approach is used to offer a fresh
insight into the Kurdish community and to highlight conflicting views about which form the politics of
recognition could take.
International Colony Kurdistan Ismail Besikci 2015
The Political Thought of Abdullah Öcalan Abdullah Öcalan 2017-04-15 These are the essential writings of
a man who inspired a new, egalitarian socialist regime in the Middle East, which is currently fighting for
survival against religious extremism and state violence.Abdullah �calan led the struggle for Kurdish
liberation for more than 20 years until his capture in 1999. Now, writing from prison in Turkey, he has
inspired a new political movement. Called Democratic Confederalism, this revolutionary model is
developing on the ground in parts of Syria and Turkey; it represents an alternative to religious
sectarianism, patriarchy, capitalism and chauvinistic nationalism, providing the blueprint for a burgeoning
radical democratic society.This selection of �calan's writings is an indispensable introduction for anyone
wanting to engage with his political ideas. His central concepts address the Kurdish question, gender,
Democratic Confederalism and the future of the nation. With The Political Thought of Abdullah �calan, his
most influential ideas can now be considered and debated in the light of his continuing legacy, most
notably in the ongoing revolution in Rojava.
Kurdish Women's Stories Houzan Mahmoud 2021 The stories of women who lived, worked and struggled
in Kurdistan.
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Your Freedom and Mine Miley Thomas Jeffrey Miley 2019-10-15 "e;Only free men can negotiate.
Prisoners cannot enter into contracts... I cannot and will not give any undertaking at a time when I and
you, the people, are not free. Your freedom and mine cannot be separated."e;-From a letter by Nelson
Mandela during his imprisonment, February 10, 1985A revolutionary imprisoned on an island fortress may
hold the key to peace in the Middle East. The leader of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK),
Abdullah calan, is considered by many to be the "e;Kurdish Mandela"e;, courageously issuing proposals
for peace even from his prison cell. His ideas on democracy, women's liberation, and freedom have even
inspired the remarkable Rojava Revolution in northern Syria. As Turkey descended into tyranny and Syria
exploded in civil war, a peace delegation of European politicians, academics, and journalists, led by
Nelson Mandela's lawyer and Supreme Court judge Essa Moosa, repeatedly attempted to go to meet with
calan at his prison on Imrali Island. Your Freedom and Mine tells the story of these momentous
delegations. The book opens with an informative historical overview of the Kurdish Question, leading up
until the optimistic opening-and eventual bitter failure-of the peace process in Turkey. It includes official
documents and reports from the Imrali Delegations in Istanbul and Diyarbakir/Amed, which involved indepth interviews with Kurdish and Turkish politicians, media, and civil society regarding the degenerating
political and human rights situation. The final section is a collection of testimonials from delegation
participants. Your Freedom and Mine offers crucial insight into the dramatic history and current reality of
the Kurdish struggle for recognition and peace in Turkey.
The Kurds of Iraq Mahir A. Aziz 2014-12-12 Over ninety years since their absorption into the modern Iraqi
state, the Kurdish people of Iraq still remain an apparent anomaly in the modern world - a nation without a
state. In 'The Kurds of Iraq', Mahir Aziz explores this incongruity, and asks the pertinent questions, who
are the Kurds today? What is their relationship to the Iraqi state? How do they perceive themselves and
their prospective political future? And in what way are they crucial for the stability of the Iraqi state? In the
wake of the Gulf War of 1991 in the face of the Iraqi state, the Kurds endeavoured to create a de facto
state and to concretise and stabilise the institutions that would enable this. 'The Kurds of Iraq' thus
examines the creation, evolution and development of Kurdish nationalism despite the suppression of its
political and cultural manifestations. Through extensive interviews in the field, Aziz assesses the impact of
recent history on the complex process of identity formation amongst Kurdish students at three of the
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nation's leading universities. He provides an in depth examination of students' socio-economic
backgrounds, and their thoughts on and experiences of what it means to be Kurdish in the modern Iraqi
state, and the impact this has on their perception of their language, culture and religion. Aziz's invaluable
and extensive field research furthermore serves as a point of departure for an investigation into the
relationship between national identity and historical memory in Iraqi Kurdistan and beyond. He thus
analyses wider issues of the intersection and interdependency of national, regional, ethnic, tribal and local
identities. He thus constructs an intimate portrait of the Kurds of Iraq, which will provide an important
insight for students and researchers of the Middle East and for those interested the important issues of
nationalism and ethnic identity in the modern nation state, and the impact these issues have on the
stability of Iraq itself.
A Road Unforeseen Meredith Tax 2016-08-01 “This is the book I’ve been waiting for—only it’s richer,
deeper, and more intriguing than I could have imagined. A Road Unforeseen is a major contribution to our
understanding of feminism and Islam, of women and the world, and gives me fresh hope for change.”
—Barbara Ehrenreich, author of Nickel and Dimed and Living With a Wild God In war-torn northern Syria,
a democratic society—based on secularism, ethnic inclusiveness, and gender equality—has won significant
victories against the Islamic State, or Daesh, with women on the front lines as fierce warriors and leaders.
A Road Unforeseen recounts the dramatic, underreported history of the Rojava Kurds, whose all-women
militia was instrumental in the perilous mountaintop rescue of tens of thousands of civilians besieged in
Iraq. Up to that point, the Islamic State had seemed invincible. Yet these women helped vanquish them,
bringing the first half of the refugees to safety within twenty-four hours. Who are the revolutionary women
of Rojava and what lessons can we learn from their heroic story? How does their political philosophy differ
from that of Iraqi Kurdistan, the Islamic State, and Turkey? And will the politics of the twenty-first century
be shaped by the opposition between these political models? Meredith Tax is a writer and political activist.
Author, most recently, of Double Bind: The Muslim Right, the Anglo-American Left, and Universal Human
Rights, she was founding president of Women’s WORLD, a global free speech network of feminist writers,
and cofounder of the PEN American Center’s Women’s Committee and the International PEN Women
Writers’ Committee. She is currently international board chair of the Centre for Secular Space and lives in
New York.
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Turkey’s Mission Impossible Cengiz Çandar 2020-06-23 This is a work of excavation of the modern history
of Turkey, with the Kurdish question at its center, unearthed and exposed in Çandar’s captivating
narrative. The founding of a Turkish nation-state in Asia Minor brought with it the denial of the distinct
Kurdish identity in its midst, giving birth to an intractable problem that led to intermittent Kurdish revolts
and culminated in the enduring insurgency of the PKK. The Kurdish question is perceived as a mortal
threat for the survival of Turkey. The author weaves a fascinating account of the encounter between
Turkey and the Kurds in historical perspective with special emphasis on failed peace processes. Providing
a unique historical record of the authoritarian, centralist and ultra-nationalist—rather than Islamist—nature
of the Turkish state rooted in the last decades of the Ottoman period and finally manifested in Erdoğan’s
“New Turkey,” Çandar challenges stereotyped and conventional views on the Turkey of today and
tomorrow. Turkey’s Mission Impossible: War and Peace with the Kurds combines scholarly research with
the memoirs of a participant observer, richly revealing the author’s first-hand knowledge of developments
acquired over a lifetime devoted to the resolution of perhaps the most complex problem of the Middle
East.
Sociology of Freedom Abdullah Öcalan 2020-07-01 When scientific socialism, which for many years was
implemented by Abdullah Öcalan and the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), became too narrow for his
purposes, Öcalan deftly answered the call for a radical redefinition of the social sciences. Writing from his
solitary cell in İmralı Prison, Öcalan offered a new and astute analysis of what is happening to the
Kurdish people, the Kurdish freedom movement, and future prospects for humanity. The Sociology of
Freedom is the fascinating third volume of a five-volume work titled The Manifesto of the Democratic
Civilization. The general aim of the two earlier volumes was to clarify what power and capitalist modernity
entailed. Here, Öcalan presents his stunningly original thesis of the democratic civilization, based on his
criticism of capitalist modernity. Ambitious in scope and encyclopedic in execution, The Sociology of
Freedom is a one-of-a-kind exploration that reveals the remarkable range of one of the Left’s most original
thinkers with topics such as existence and freedom, nature and philosophy, anarchism and ecology.
Öcalan goes back to the origins of human culture to present a penetrating reinterpretation of the basic
problems facing the twenty-first century and an examination of their solutions. Öcalan convincingly argues
that industrialism, capitalism, and the nation-state cannot be conquered within the narrow confines of a
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socialist context. Recognizing the need for more than just a critique, Öcalan has advanced what is the
most radical, far-reaching definition of democracy today and argues that a democratic civilization, as an
alternative system, already exists but systemic power and knowledge structures, along with a perverse
sectarianism, do not allow it to be seen. The Sociology of Freedom is a truly monumental work that gives
profuse evidence of Öcalan’s position as one of the most influential thinkers of our day. It deserves the
careful attention of anyone seriously interested in constructive thought or the future of the Left.
Democratic Confederalism Abdullah Ocalan 2015-01-07 In this essay Öcalan's political project, the
Democratic Confederalism, is developed systematically. A fundamental criticism of the nation state is
followed by a description of its possible alternative, a transnational grass-roots democracy. The texts that
form this essay have been compiled from several of Öcalan's, as of today, still untranslated books.
Capitalism Abdullah Öcalan 2017-12 To understand the Kurdish revolution we must turn to its leading
theorist, Abdullah Ocalan. His Manifesto offers the essence of his ideas on society, knowledge, and
power. In this book, he traces the historical trajectory of capitalism and how it came to engulf our world, in
the emergence of hierarchies, monopolies, and the nation-state.
Revolution in Rojava Michael Knapp (Historian) 2016 "Surrounded by enemies including ISIS and hostile
Turkish forces, the people in Syria’s Rojava region are carving out one of the most radically progressive
societies on the planet. Visitors have been astounded by the success of their project, a communally
organised democracy which considers women’s equality indispensable, has a deep-reaching ecological
policies, and rejects reactionary nationalist ideology. This form of organization, labeled democratic
confederalism, is both fiercely anti-capitalist and boasts a self-defense capacity which is keeping ISIS from
their gates. Drawing on their own firsthand experiences of working and fighting in the region, the authors
provide the first detailed account of a revolutionary experiment and a new vision of politics and society in
the Middle East and beyond"--Back cover.
Rojava: An Alternative to Imperialism, Nationalism, and Islamism in the Middle East (An introduction) Oso
Sabio 2015-10-20 This introduction to ""Rojava: An Alternative to Imperialism, Nationalism, and Islamism
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in the Middle East"" looks at how the Rojava Revolution came into being in the largely-Kurdish
communities of northern Syria from 2012 onwards. It also gives an overview of the context within which
this experience arose. The main purpose of this book, however, is to summarise what has been
happening in Rojava, evaluate the ideology behind it, and show why it is a truly inspirational process. In
short, it is a must have for anyone wanting to learn more about contemporary Middle Eastern politics and
the real-world search for an alternative to oppression, exploitation, and violence.
Capitalism Abdullah Ocalan 2017-03-15 To understand how capitalism has come to engulf our world, we
must understand how it developed out of classical civilization. Its historical roots lie in the emergence of
hierarchies, power, monopolies, and the nation-state, argues Abdullah calan. Capitalism: The Age of
Unmasked Gods and Naked Kings is the second book in a new five-volume work called Manifesto for a
Democratic Civilization. Together, they present the synthesis of calan's political thinking. This volume
completes his journey through the history of civilizations, preparing the ground for the upcoming volume
on The Sociology of Freedom.
Blood and Belief Aliza Marcus 2009-04 Presents the inside story of Kurdish guerrilla movement. This book
combines reportage and scholarship to give an account of PKK, the Kurdistan Workers' Party.
Prison Writings Abdullah Ocalan 2007-01-20 Venezuela has become a huge source of hope and
inspiration for the Left throughout the world. Some see it as a shining example of how to begin building a
successful socialist state, but Western leaders see it as a dangerous enemy and accuse President Hugo
Chavez of being a dictator. This book reveals the truth by examining the country from the ground up. Iain
Bruce explores the political changes underway in Venezuela at the level of the lives of ordinary people.
Through grassroots investigations and extended interviews, he explores a series of key transformations: a
new social economy around a network of cooperatives; workplace democracy; popular education; radical
agrarian reform; participatory budgets and community planning. The result is a clear picture of everyday
life in Venezuela. No other book on the country has this level of detail; it will be a key text for students of
Latin American politics and social movements and of interest to anyone following the fortunes of the
Bolivarian Revolution.
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Delinking Samir Amin 1990-04 Is it possible for the Third World to escape from the constraints imposed by
the world's economic system? What room for manoeuvre do these states have, and are they condemned
to dependence? These are some of the questions Samir Amin confronts in Delinking. He argues that
Third World countries cannot hope to raise living standards if they continue to adjust their development
strategies in line with the trends set by a fundamentally unequal global capitalist system over which they
have no control. The only alternative, he maintains, is for Third World societies to 'delink' from the logic of
the global system - each country submitting its external economic relations to the logic of domestic
development priorities, which in turn requires a broad coalition of popular forces in control of the state.
Delinking, he shows, is not about absolute autarchy, but a neutralizing of the effects of external economic
interactions on internal choices.
Building Free Life International Initiative 2020-02-15 From Socrates to Antonio Gramsci, imprisoned
philosophers have marked the history of thought and changed how we view power and politics. From his
solitary jail cell, Abdullah Öcalan has penned daringly innovative works that give profuse evidence of his
position as one of the most significant thinkers of our day. His prison writings have mobilized tens of
thousands of people and inspired a revolution in the making in Rojava, northern Syria, while also
penetrating the insular walls of academia and triggering debate and reflection among countless scholars.
So how do you engage in a meaningful dialogue with Abdullah Öcalan when he has been held in total
isolation since April 2015? You compile a book of essays written by a globally diverse cast of the most
imaginative luminaries of our time, send it to Öcalan’s jailers, and hope that they deliver it to him.
Featured in this extraordinary volume are over a dozen writers, activists, dreamers, and scholars whose
ideas have been investigated in Öcalan’s own writings. Now these same people have the unique
opportunity to enter into a dialogue with his ideas. Building Free Life is a rich and wholly original
exploration of the most critical issues facing humanity today. In the broad sweep of this one-of-a-kind
dialogue, the contributors explore topics ranging from democratic confederalism to women’s revolution,
from the philosophy of history to the crisis of the capitalist system, from religion to Marxism and
anarchism, all in an effort to better understand the liberatory social forms that are boldly confronting
capitalism and the state. There can be no boundaries or restrictions for the development of thought. Thus,
in the midst of different realities—from closed prisons to open-air prisons—the human mind will find a way
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to seek the truth. Building Free Life stands as a monument of radical thought, a testament of resilience,
and a searchlight illuminating the impulse for freedom. Contributors include: Shannon Brincat, Radha
D’Souza, Mechthild Exo, Damian Gerber, Barry K. Gills, Muriel González Athenas, David Graeber, Andrej
Grubačić, John Holloway, Patrick Huff, Donald H. Matthews, Thomas Jeffrey Miley, Antonio Negri,
Norman Paech, Ekkehard Sauermann, Fabian Scheidler, Nazan Üstündağ, Immanuel Wallerstein, Peter
Lamborn Wilson, and Raúl Zibechi.
Your Freedom and Mine Thomas Jeffrey Miley 2018 "Only free men can negotiate. Prisoners cannot enter
into contracts... I cannot and will not give any undertaking at a time when I and you, the people, are not
free. Your freedom and mine cannot be separated."--From a letter by Nelson Mandela during his
imprisonment, February 10, 1985 A revolutionary imprisoned on an island fortress may hold the key to
peace in the Middle East. The leader of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), Abdullah Öcalan, is
considered by many to be the "Kurdish Mandela", courageously issuing proposals for peace even from his
prison cell. His ideas on democracy, women's liberation, and freedom have even inspired the remarkable
Rojava Revolution in northern Syria. As Turkey descended into tyranny and Syria exploded in civil war, a
peace delegation of European politicians, academics, and journalists, led by Nelson Mandela's lawyer and
Supreme Court judge Essa Moosa, repeatedly attempted to go to meet with Öcalan at his prison on Imrali
Island. Your Freedom and Mine tells the story of these momentous delegations. The book opens with an
informative historical overview of the Kurdish Question, leading up until the optimistic opening--and
eventual bitter failure--of the peace process in Turkey. It includes official documents and reports from the
Imrali Delegations in Istanbul and Diyarbakir/Amed, which involved in-depth interviews with Kurdish and
Turkish politicians, media, and civil society regarding the degenerating political and human rights situation.
The final section is a collection of testimonials from delegation participants. Your Freedom and Mine offers
crucial insight into the dramatic history and current reality of the Kurdish struggle for recognition and
peace in Turkey.
Capitalism Radha D'Souza 2020-05 Abdullah Öcalan makes the convincing argument that capitalism is
not a product of the last four hundred years but a continuation of classical civilization. Unlike Marx, Öcalan
sides with Braudel by giving less importance to the mode of production than to the accumulation of
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surplus value and power, thus centering his criticisms on the capitalist nation-state as the most powerful
monopoly of economic, military, and ideological power. He argues that the fundamental strength of
capitalist hegemony, however, is the competition in voluntary servitude that a market economy has given
rise to--not a single worker would reject higher wages--resulting in an unprecedented ability to convince
people to surrender their individual power and autonomy. Öcalan further contends that the capitalist phase
of city-class-state-based civilization is not the last phase of human intelligence; rather, the traditional
morals upon which it is based are being exhausted and the intelligence of freedom is rising in all its
richness.
Prison Writings Abdullah calan 2011-03-15 The Kurdish question, the general term for the fact that the
Kurds have no independent homeland of their own, is one of the most complex issues in the Middle East.
This situation will inevitably continue to bring about other problems. Its geographical location in one of the
most fragile and strategically important parts of the region should not be ignored. This situation needs to
be resolved urgently to prevent it becoming even more complicated and severe. The Kurdish question is,
in both form and content, more complex and bears wider regional ramifications than the Arab-Israeli
conflict, which at present occupies a central position in the media throughout the world. In his second
book Mr Ocalan applies the political and historical philosophy that was developed in the first volume of his
Prison Writings to the Kurdish question. It is less philosophical and abstract and addresses the concrete
political issues at the centre of the Kurdish question. The author calls for a “Renaissance of the Middle
East” where the integration of democratic western values and universal human rights with the deeply
rooted cultural values of the Middle Eastern societies, especially the Kurdish one, will form a new
synthesis of civilisations.
The Philosophy of Social Ecology Murray Bookchin 2022-04-19 What is nature? What is humanity's place
in nature? And what is the relationship of society to the natural world? In an era of ecological breakdown,
answering these questions has become of momentous importance for our everyday lives and for the
future that we and other life-forms face. In the essays of The Philosophy of Social Ecology, Murray
Bookchin confronts these questions head on: invoking the ideas of mutualism, self-organization, and unity
in diversity, in the service of ever expanding freedom. Refreshingly polemical and deeply philosophical,
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they take issue with technocratic and mechanistic ways of understanding and relating to, and within,
nature. More importantly, they develop a solid, historically and politically based ethical foundation for
social ecology, the field that Bookchin himself created and that offers us hope in the midst of our climate
catastrophe.
Rojava Thomas Schmidinger 2018-06-20 The Kurdish territory of Rojava in Syria has become a
watchword for radical democracy, communalism and gender equality. But while Western radicals continue
to project their own values onto the revolution, the complexities of the situation are often overlooked or
misunderstood.Based on over 17 years of research and fieldwork, Thomas Schmidinger provides a
detailed introduction to the history and political situation in Rojava. Outlining the history of the Kurds in
Syria from the late Ottoman Empire until the Syrian civil war, he describes the developments in Rojava
since 2011: the protests against the regime, the establishment of a Kurdish para-state, the conflicts
between the parties about the administration of the Kurdish territory and how the PYD and its People's
Councils rule the territory.The book draws on interviews with political leaders of different parties, civil
society activists, artists, fighters and religious leaders in order to paint an complex picture of the historical
conflict and the contemporary situation.
Ecology or Catastrophe Janet Biehl 2015-09-01 Murray Bookchin was not only one of the most significant
and influential environmental philosophers of the twentieth century--he was also one of the most prescient.
From industrial agriculture to nuclear radiation, Bookchin has been at the forefront of every major
ecological issue since the very beginning, often proposing a solution before most people even recognized
there was a problem. Ecology or Catastrophe: The Life of Murray Bookchin is the first biography of this
groundbreaking environmental and political thinker. Author Janet Biehl worked as his collaborator and
copyeditor for 19 years, editing his every word. Thanks to her extensive personal history with Bookchin as
well as her access to his papers and archival research, Ecology or Catastrophe offers unique insight into
his personal and professional life. Founder of the social ecology movement, Bookchin first started raising
environmental issues in 1952. He foresaw global warming in the 1960s and even then argued that we
should look into renewable energy sources as an alternative to fossil fuels. Wary of pesticides and other
chemicals used in industrial agriculture, he was also an early advocate of small-scale organic farming,
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which has developed into the present locavore movement and the revival of organic markets. Even
Occupy can trace the origins of its leaderless structure and general assemblies to the nonhierarchical
organizational form Bookchin developed as a libertarian socialist. Bookchin believed that social and
ecological issues were deeply intertwined. Convinced that capitalism pushes businesses to maximize
profits and ignore humanist concerns, he argued that eco-crises could be resolved by a new social
arrangement. His solution was Communalism, a new form of libertarian socialism that he developed. An
optimist and utopian, Bookchin believed in the potentiality for human beings to use reason to solve all
social and ecological problems.
Turkey's Kurds Ali Kemal Özcan 2012-10-12 The Kurdish Worker's Party (PKK) is examined here in this
text on Kurdish nationalism. Incorporating recent field-based research results and newly translated
material on Abdullah Ocalan, the PKK's long-time leader; it explores the nature and the organizational
working of the party, from its growth in the late 1970s to its recent shrinkage. A variety of issues are
addressed including: * the views and philosophy of Abdullah Ocalan * the successes and failures of the
PKK in bringing about the Kurdish opposition in Turkey * the role of PKK's philosophy of recruitment,
organizational diligence, use of arms and other contextual factors in Kurdish resistance * factors involved
in the development of the nationalism of the Kurds in Turkey. The text also reappraises the Kurdish
movement in Turkey and presents insights into the nature of Kurdish social structure, thinking, and the
particularities of the Kurdish ethnic distinctness.
The Politics of Nationalism in Modern Iran Ali M. Ansari 2012-09-24 The first full-length study of Iranian
nationalism in nearly five decades, this sophisticated and challenging book by the distinguished historian
Ali M. Ansari explores the idea of nationalism in the creation of modern Iran. It does so by considering the
broader developments in national ideologies that took place following the emergence of the European
Enlightenment and showing how these ideas were adopted by a non-European state. Ansari charts a
course through twentieth-century Iran, analysing the growth of nationalistic ideas and their impact on the
state and demonstrating the connections between historiographical and political developments. In so
doing, he shows how Iran's different regimes manipulated ideologies of nationalism and collective
historical memory to suit their own ends. Drawing on hitherto untapped sources, the book concludes that it
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was the revolutionary developments and changes that occurred during the first half of the twentieth
century that paved the way for later radicalisation.
Building Free Life Radha D'Souza 2019-09 From Socrates to Antonio Gramsci, imprisoned philosophers
have marked the history of thought and changed how we view power and politics. From his solitary jail
cell, Abdullah Öcalan has penned daringly innovative works that give profuse evidence of his position as
one of the most significant thinkers of our day. His prison writings have mobilized tens of thousands of
people and inspired a revolution in the making in Rojava, northern Syria, while also penetrating the insular
walls of academia triggering debate and reflection among countless scholars. So how do you engage in a
meaningful dialogue with Abdullah Öcalan when he has been held in total isolation since April 2015? You
compile a book of essays written by a globally diverse cast of the most imaginative luminaries of our time,
send it to Öcalan's jailers and hope that they deliver it to him. Featured in this extraordinary volume are
over a dozen writers, activists, dreamers, and scholars whose ideas have been investigated in Öcalan's
own writings. Now these same people have the unique opportunity to enter into a dialogue with his ideas.
Building Free Life is a rich and wholly original exploration of the most critical issues facing humanity
today. In the broad sweep of this one-of-a-kind dialogue, the contributors explore topics ranging from
democratic confederalism to women's revolution, from the philosophy of history to the crisis of the
capitalist system, from religion to Marxism and anarchism, all in an effort to better understand the
liberatory social forms that are boldly confronting capitalism and the state. There can be no boundaries or
restrictions for the development of thought. Thus, in the midst of different realities?from closed prisons to
open-air prisons?the human mind will find a way to seek the truth. Building Free Life stands as a
monument of radical thought, a testament of resilience, and a searchlight illuminating the impulse for
freedom.
Declaration on the Democratic Solution of the Kurdish Question Abdullah Öcalan 1999 Verklaringen
afgelegd door de leider van de Koerdische Arbeiderspartij PKK tijdens zijn hoogverraadsproces in Imrali,
Turkije, 1999.
Manifesto for a Democratic Civilization Abdullah Ocalan 2015-10-01 This manifesto is the definitive work
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of Abdullah Ocalan, crucial for understanding the Kurdish revolution. Here Ocalan outlines a democratic
alternative for the Middle East. A criticism that limits itself to capitalism is too superficial, Ocalan argues,
and turns his eyes to the underlying structures of civilization. Rethinking the methods of understanding
culture, politics, and society, he provides the tools for what he calls a sociology of freedom. In this work,
Abdullah Ocalan distills 35 years of revolutionary theory and praxis and 10 years of solitary confinement in
Turkish prisons. These reflections represent the essence of his ideas on society, knowledge, and power."
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